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As overheated Silicon Valley technocrats, dizzy Hollywood A-listers and
celebrity pop scientists unite in
collectively hallucinating the impending artificial superintelligence
apocalypse known as technological
Singularity, the Anthropocene chugs
along towards an uncertain end, all
the while the mighty Homo Sapiens
continues to prove incapable of
positioning themselves anywhere
but the absolute center of it all,
desperately inept at thinking beyond
the horizon of their own experience.
The narrative architecture of vampires, Frankenstein and other
pre-Modern monsters has colored
the way humans have been able to imagine not only themselves—in binary
opposition to the monstrous other—but has also limited the scope of understanding of non-human sentient actors like Artificial Intelligence to devious
replicas of ourselves, expert only in amplifying our own ethical failings.

“...If, on the contrary, our constitution authorizes anything,
it is surely the accelerated socialization of nonhumans, because
it never allows them to appear as elements of ‘real society’...
Bizarre as these monsters may be, they posed no problem because
they did not exist publicly and because their monstrous consequences
remained untraceable.”
The questions surrounding the development of Artificial Intelligence
deserve an examination through a prudent and thoroughly critical lens.
The stakes may have a wider scope and be more interesting than is evident
in the prevailing dialectic. I argue that the anthropocentric view of nonbiological cognitive systems or so-called ‘AI’ are linked with vampires
through the Gothic literary narrative tradition of monsters and obscure
the possibilities afforded by a broader definition of intelligence.
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In the constructions of man, nature, and Spirit created by the Moderns
and the pre-Moderns, how do we locate our desire to simulate human
intelligence with machines? A line can be traced along the social and cultural
development of artificial intelligence from pre-Modern monster myths to
the prevailing skeuomorphic situation that pushes an impoverished conception of synthetic intelligence.
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While K-pop sensation ‘Gangnam Style’ breaks Youtube by garnering more
views than can be expressed in a 32-bit integer, the entire digital cloud
faces an alleged meltdown in the year 2038 because the operating system
running on cloud servers, Unix, utilizes a system clock that counts up in
seconds from January 1, 1970, and is also limited to 32-bits (Griffin, 2014).
Following the dystopic Singularity hysteria backward in time through
culture, can the AI monsters currently speculated by both pop culture and
science alike find their way to the Gothic and Modernist conceptions,
as part and parcel of Y2K millennium bug style techno-hype phenomena?
The fever-inducing frenzy whipped up by these imagined apocalyptic
technical disasters has a synergistic pairing with the landscape of cultural
references in which Modernist, Gothic and even medieval monsters such
as Golem reside. The connection is tenable via the lurking theism present in
any of our anthropomorphic creations—playing God is simultaneously
irresistible and uncomfortable. Additionally, humans may find a particularly
suitable strawman in AI to offload the burden of their ethical inadequacies.

...Monsters are meaning machines. They can represent gender, race,
nationality, class, and sexuality in one body...Gothic fiction Is a
technology of subjectivity, one which produces the deviants subjectivities opposite with which the normal, the healthy, and the pure can
be known. Gothic, within my analysis, may be loosely defined as the
rhetorical style and narrative structure designed to produce fear and
desire within the reader.
If Halberstam theorizes Dracula as the penultimate symbol for antisemitism,
racism, sexism, and wanna-be aristocracy, surely we can find yet another
maladie to add to the list; namely, is the infamous vampire also to blame for
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our limited understanding of intelligence? Our relatively brief history with
AI includes scant options for imagining a place in culture or even figuring a
relationship; either we ask AI to simulate humans in various ways, to ‘pass’
as human—using Alan Turing’s famous guidelines for Artificial Intelligence,
the Turing Test—or we end up with anti-human digital monsters.
As a precondition for the machine versus human situation circulating ominously throughout various global narratives, the Turing Test is still somewhat
considered a gold standard for machinic intelligence. As developers furiously toil away on the simulation of human thinking, and as anthropomorphic
AI development progresses, the differences between human and machine
intelligence become further individuated, necessitating various workarounds
to interface the two. Ironically, and in a further plot twist, AI has been implicated in defeating the ‘reverse Turing Test’ known as Captcha (I am not a
robot). In 2017, Google canceled the Captcha system, which was utilized to
defeat automated website attacks and essentially tested for human intelligence, after being tricked by a particularly ‘human’ algorithm (Griffin, 2017).
...AI will be what I call a Copernican trauma. Copernican traumas
are these sort of moments in history where some sort of way in which
we thought we were the central special case, species, whether it’s
the planet that was the center of the universe, or Darwinian biology
was a Copernican trauma, neuroscience is a Copernican trauma
of demystification of mind. Queer theory is a Copernican trauma.
AI will prove to be a Copernican trauma.
If given a choice, would AI even choose human embodiment over other
formats? Has anyone asked AI yet? Examining the possibilities of multiple
pre-histories of AI we can count several trajectories. One storyline figures
myths like Golem, Gothic monsters, Russian Cosmism and its attempts
at ‘perfecting’ the human, to Replicant-style creations leveraging the
primarily anthropomorphic and anthropocentric AI development model
currently underway. Another version could include a foray into the multitude
of intelligence counted among non-human biological and non-biological
entities as a divergence from human-centered thinking. Looking towards
plant and animal ecologies that have sentient properties could prove fruitful
in nudging the human brain out of the center of AI research. Let us briefly
consider a few scenarios; A tick’s specific sensory faculties not only interact
with but essentially create its environment (Umwelt) through the capacities
it has for sensing (Uexküll, 2010). For the little creature, the universe consists of only the chemicals secreted from sweat glands and the surfaces that
contain said glands. It’s primary and sole activity is to wait for the cue from
the sweaty chemicals and throw itself forth. The environment is defined by
what can be sensed, and the sensory possibilities are defined by a combination of what is possible within the environment and what is practical with
the animal. The architecture of this complex but highly practical situation
is one of mutual affordances. Introducing the concept of milieu as a spatialization of knowledge, a codified environment which contains actors with
senses attuned to those elements, further emphasizes the limits of the
human conception of a totalized reality (Deleuze and Guattari, 1983). The
programmed interplay between knowledge or sense and habitat problema-
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tizes any attempts to specify what is outside of our sensory capabilities,
and to claim that there is nothing outside of our sensory capabilities seems
contrary to the variety of sensing we are already aware of among natural
ecologies. The sci-fi novel Solaris illustrates this concept adeptly with the
supreme crosstalk that occurs when the astronauts and the sentient cloud
of Solaris attempt to interface (Lem, 1971). Organisms are broadly capable
of only sensing what is necessary. Humans can be viewed as having specific
sensory capabilities just as the tick, and therefore it would be imprudent
to believe that we have any monopoly, scientific or otherwise, on The Real.
Following these models, can we count the multitude of digital synthetic sensing systems presently embedded in our built environment, which
parallel the tick and its Umwelt, as constitutive of intelligence? In its current form, computation is a clumsy approximation of non-human biological
intelligent systems, and a radical redefinition of the scope of sentience is
a necessary precondition to creating a landscape of AI that reflects more
accurately the plurality of intelligence models currently out in the wild.
Perhaps the skeuomorphic semantic labeling of the processes employed
by artificial intelligence with human terminology can be perceived as an
epic autocorrect fail of the Anthropocene, an iPhone-era Jesus on my toast
situation? Human-based sensory activities such as seeing involve several
processes that we mistakenly conflate with digital operations. The processes involved in seeing as a human are broadly particular to hominoids and
machine vision is altogether different. Furthermore, while human memory
consists of swapping the past to the present, computers register and store
data. By the same token, vision in the human realm utilizes images, while
machine vision is comprised solely of numerical data and only needs to be
translated into images when interfacing with humans. Machines, similar
to how plants utilize photosynthesis, see without visual image and instead
see with data. Are data sets that are not human facing, but designed by and
for digital machines components of a machinic intelligent ecology, a digital
Umwelt, as described by Uexküll?
What can we learn about thinking from non-human forms of intelligence? If
we imagine non-human ways of thinking and being, could we begin by cataloging entities and systems to be included in a synthetic sentient ecology?
In the space between Earth and world, or nature and culture, lies a dialectic
space ripe for engagement with the possibilities of a non-anthropocentric
and non-anthropomorphic model of ‘artificial intelligence’. What considerations are in order to avoid the historical pitfalls of such a model? A necessarily multidisciplinary method which brings social, technical and political
modes into play would be the precursor to any meaningful engagement in
a radically more open conception of possibilities for mineral intelligence.
Research along this track would only become more relevant as sentient
machines grow in ubiquity. In what ways can synthetic intelligence develop
sans the burden of the monster myth? If we preclude humans as the dominant form of intelligence perhaps looking at non-human biological sentient
actors as a parallel to help model new mineral intelligence would help us
achieve a situation where there are ‘machines teaching humans a fuller and
truer range of what thinking can be’ (Bratton, 2015).
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